COVID-19

LORGEN G.P. is pleased to inform you that we have available all the diagnostic test for COVID-19. Lorgen has the necessary technology and training to offer Covid-19 tests with the highest quality and speed.

Our rates for people coming from IAHR World Congress are as follows:

- **PCR SARS-CoV-2 test** ................................................................. 60 euros. *Results in 24 hours.*

- **Antigens test** ................................................................. 20 euros. *Results in 30 min.*

*Extraction of samples:* They will be carried out in our sampling unit (laboratorio 132 Módulo 1, Edificio BIC Granada, Av. de la Innovación, 1, 18016, GRANADA). Telephone for appointments and information 958750604.

*You can also contact our email* analisisclinicos@lorgen.com *and request your appointment.*